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PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-349

Mr. John B. Martin, Regional Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region V
1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-5368

Re: Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-80
Docket No. 50-323
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2
Fire Door Frame Anchor Bolts

Dear Mr. Martin:

During an inspection between August 20 and 24,1984, NRC Region V personnel
investigated an allegation pertaining to fire door frame installation. PGandE
investigated the matter further and the resultant actions taken are discussed
in the enclosure.

Kindly acknowledge receipt of this material on the enclosed copy of this
letter and return it in the enclosed addressed envelope.

Sincerely,
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., /Shifferg/f/i
.cnclosure

I cc: D. F. Kirsch
H. E. Schierling
Service List
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PGandE Letter No.: DCL-84-349
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ENCLOSURE

'
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- Between August 20 and 24,1984, an inspection was conducted by Region V
personnel at the Diablo Canyon plant site. As part of the inspection,
Region V personnel investigated an allegation that fire door frame anchor ,

|

bolts as installed had cuts in them and the door frames were improperly i

~ shimmed. The results of the inspection were documented in NRC Inspection
Report 84-31, dated September 21, 1984 PGandE was required to conduct
further sampling of fire door bolts and perforu necessary actions to resolve
any identified discrepancies. This enclosure provides a background for'this
issue and discusses actions taken by PGandE.

As part of the NRC inspection, Region V personnel examined the door frame of
fire door 345-1 for the alleged defects. Ten bolts were removed from this
door frame for inspection. Two of these bolts appeared to have been cut with
a saw. Two other bolts had nicked threads, although the nick did not
penetrate the nominal diameter of the bolt. In addition, one bolt had
5/16-inch thread engagement instead of the required 3/8-inch engagement.

'

These five bolts were replaced. All shims were found to be in place and
j properly installed.
.i

As a result of the inspection of fire door 345-1, six additional fire doors-
(Nos. 315-1, 242-1, 257-1,187-1,143, and 215) were inspected by the NRC, and
two to five bolts from each door frame were removed and visually examined.
Although most of the bolts inspected were acceptable, one bolt exhibited a saw
cut and another had only 1/4-inch thread engagement. All shims on these door
frames were in place and properly installed. Short thread engagement was
found only in doors with less than 1/4-inch gap between the door frame and the
concrete opening.

Based on the findings of. the walkdowns and inspection by Region V, H. P. Foley,

'

Company (Foley) issued a nonconformance report (NCR) to document the findings
and to direct further investigations to determine the cause and extent of the
findings. The NCR required inspection of an additional sample of fire door
installations, including those in vital areas, for anchor bolt thread
engagement and cuts / nicks on the door frame anchor bolts. A total of 36
anchor bolts from 15 doors were inspected. Three of these bolts had saw cuts
or nicks and three had less than 3/8-inch' thread engagement. The door. frames
inspected were those with a gap of less than 1/4-inch between the door frame
and concrete opening.
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A review of these inspection findings and an examination of the previous
design changes and installation records have identified the cause of the
findings and the scope of installations with a potential for similar
discrepancies.

In late 1983 and early 1984, Design Change Notices (DCNs) for Unit 1 were
issued which required an inspection of door frame bolts for proper thread
engagement for doors with gaps of 1/4-inch or greater between the door frame
and concrete opening. All bolts in these doors were either verified to
satisfy the required thread engagement or longer bolts were installed to

~

obtain proper thread engagement.

Early in .1984, it was determined that doors with gaps of less than 1/4-inch
between the door frame and the concrete opening were sealed with caulking
which did not meet applicable fire resistance requirements. This discovery
caused DCNs for Units 1 and 2 to be issued which required the removal and
replacement of existing caulking around the door frames. Removal was
accomplished by using an electric sabre saw. This activity caused minor
cuts / nicks in some of the anchor bolts and resulted in the current inspection
findings.

Therefore, the issues of thread engagement and cut threads are limited to
those fire door frames with less than 1/4-inch gap between the door frame and
the concrete opening. PGandE issued a Minor Variation Report (MVR) for Unit 1
which required all bolts in such door frames to be examined for cuts and
required thread engagement and repair of all deviations.

These Unit 1 inspections and actions are complete and all deviations have been
' corrected. PGandE MVR No. C-1444 has been closed. The inspections and

repairs accomplished under this MVR, coupled with previous inspections and:
' repairs, provide assurance that all Unit 1 fire door frame installations

comply with design and installation requirements. A MVR for Unit 2 has been
| issued which requires identical inspections and appropriate corrective
| actions. PGandE considers this submittal to be a closing response to the

actions required by Inspection Report 84-31 on fire door installation.
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